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Researchers rescue injured sea turtle
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By The Times-Union
BRUNSWICK - An injured sea turtle netted by a research vessel is being treated at
the Georgia Sea Turtle Center on Jekyll Island.
The Georgia Bulldog, a University of Georgia Marine Extension research vessel,
caught the Kemp's ridley turtle during a trawl as part of a 10-year study to establish a
sea turtle abundance survey along the coast from Georgetown, S.C., to St. Augustine.
The turtle suffered an injury to its right front flipper, possibly from a shark attack, the
researchers said.
"This is the first turtle we've ever caught with a natural injury," said Wesley Parker,
captain of the Bulldog.
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They have rescued other turtles that had been injured from boat strikes and other manmade causes.
That wasn't the only first. The vessel also netted a dozen turtles in one 20-minute
trawl, he said.
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The crew and researchers took no chances with the turtle, keeping it wrapped in wet
towels inside a plastic container. They kept it in the shade until a vehicle was backed
onto the Marine Extension Service dock with its engine running to take the turtle
straight to Jekyll Island.
The researchers, some of them veterinary students from the University of Georgia and
North Carolina State, work for the South Carolina Department of Natural Resources,
which is administering a grant from the National Marine Fisheries Service.
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